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Background:
Crisis management Managing crises often requires diverging
from predetermined plans. In this paper, we investigate how
public health authorities in Finland acted, what kind of roles
they adopted and how the expected roles and actions appeared
in relation to the legislative framework and preparedness plans
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Based on inter-country
comparisons, Finland has managed COVID-19 pandemic
relatively well. The study provides qualitative insights on
pandemic governance in a decentralized multi-stakeholder
public health system.
Methods:
Semi-structured interviews (n = 53) with key public health
actors at central, regional and local levels were conducted
during March 2021-February 2022. The data was analysed with
thematic analysis.
Results:
The predetermined roles and duties for pandemic management
were not unequivocal in practice and appeared unrealistic
considering the resources of the public health system.
Responsibility was divided between several actors, but lack of
interaction enhanced emerging tensions between them. Local
and regional actors experienced national steering intervening
in operational decisions. At central level distrust towards the
capabilities of local and regional actors was expressed. The
pandemic was framed and managed as a health crisis despite of
its wider societal effects. This challenged local and regional
decision-making, where wider societal impacts had to be
considered.
Conclusions:
Public health authorities in Finland interpreted their roles and
responsibilities in pandemic governance in various ways: some
actors adopted more active agency than others and the roles
were not always in line with the existing regulative framework.
Key messages:
� Interpretation of the roles outlined in preparedness plans are

context dependent and may lead to conflicts between
different actors.

� In a system with multiple actors at multiple levels, building
trust and improving interaction are important for coordi-
nated action.
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Background:
Untreated tooth decay (caries) is the most common global
health condition and one of the largest preventable disease
burdens for society. It concerns both children and adults,

particularly in low resource settings whereout of pocket
expenditures for oral care often cause catastrophic health
expenditures. The 2021 WHO Oral Health Resolution
emphasized the relevance of developing so-called ‘‘Best
Buys’’ for oral health. The purpose of this study was to
identify the cost-effectiveness of Atraumatic Restorative
Treatment (ART) and Silver Diamine Fluoride (SDF) as
potential treatments to reduce the caries burden worldwide.
Methods:
Leaning on WHO CHOICE methodology, evidence scoping
and an expert consensus were facilitated to extract model input
parameters which were then fed into cost-effectiveness-
analyses (CEA) for ART and SDF. The cost-effectiveness of
the interventions was expressed as Cost per DALY averted.
Results:
The evidence scoping revealed relevant, information on the
effectiveness and costs of ART and SDF. The CEA identified
both ART and SDF to be potentially cost-efficient treatment
strategies in settings with limited resources. SDF was found to
provide a cost-efficient treatment alternative in settings where
the comparably larger (human) resource requirements for ART
cannot be met.
Conclusions:
The findings suggest that ART and SDF represent potentially
cost-efficient strategies to reduce the caries burden in settings
with limited resources. While ART has previously been
proposed as part of WHO’s essential package of oral care,
SDF could provide a comparably inexpensive treatment
alternative.
Key messages:
� Untreated tooth decay (caries) is the most common global

health condition and one of the largest preventable disease
burdens for society.

� The CEA identified both ART and SDF to be potentially
cost-efficient treatment strategies in settings with limited
resources.
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Fracture patients are frail and have high mortality. We
investigated whether introducing a fast-track strategy during
post-surgery care and including early rehabilitation protocols
may shorten the length of hospital stay (LOS) while improving
the overall clinical effectiveness. A training ground was built
inside the inpatient area dedicated to trauma settings. Usual
postoperative care consists of immobilization during the first
day, but patients may start rehabilitation earlier, 24 hours after
the surgical procedure, with a fast-track strategy. In general,
gait speed, step length, and self-assessment in terms of mobility
improve significantly in the first six postoperative weeks in
fracture patients. As delayed postoperative mobility during
hospitalization was observed, the established training ground
may help with this concern. The expert physiotherapist may
contribute to ameliorating the indicators showing great
potential in postoperative rehabilitation regardless of fracture
pattern. The primary outcome was postoperative physical
functioning. Secondary outcomes included the patient’s
assessment of therapeutic effect (overall improvement),
perceived pain intensity, health services utilization, treatment
side effects, and adverse events. Data were analyzed by
univariate analysis and binary logistic regression showing a
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